Erratum: Cross-correlated fluctuation analysis reveals phosphorylation-regulated paxillin-FAK complexes in nascent adhesions (Biophysical Journal (2011) 100 (583-592))
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In the third paragraph of the Introduction, in the sentence:

“For example, paxillin phosphorylation on Y31, Y119, or S273 results in robust protrusion and assembly of adhesions in the protrusions, whereas unphosphorylated paxillin suppresses protrusion and produces stable adhesions”,

Y119 should be Y118.
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Equation 4 has a typographical error. The correct equation is:

$$U_k(r_{ij}) = -\epsilon_{ik} \delta^i_j \left[ \exp\left(20\frac{r_{ij}}{\sigma} - \Gamma_i\right) + 1 \right]^{-1}$$
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